CONDITIONS

OF

PARTICIPATION

The provisions of these Conditions apply to all Participants of the AUTOMATICON fair events.
Valid Registration-Contract Form is the basis for the participation in the event. It is also a lease of exhibition space.
The Organisers allot exhibition space in accordance with the existing restrictions and wishes of the Participant.
The Participant loses his right to participate in the fair if:
o rent for the exhibition space is not paid on time
o conditions set by these Conditions and the Contract are not fulfilled.
4.1. Rental for the exhibition space is determined by the Contract.
4.2. Renting of the exhibition space covers the period of preparation, duration and dismantling and includes power, water, and heat
supply during the fair.
4.3. Rental fee for the exhibition space and extra services should be remitted to the Organisers’ account according to the Contract.
4.4. In case the Participant renounces the lease of exhibition space before the 31 st of December 2018, the rental pre-payment will be
returned with 10% decrease due to administrative costs. In case the Participant renounces the lease of exhibition space after the
31st of December 2018, the rental pre-payment will not be returned.
4.5. In case the Registration for Participation is rejected, the Organisers shall return the whole amount paid to the Participant. Any
claims of the Participant in such a case shall not be recognised.
5.1. Each Participant can exhibit and advertise his merchandise only on his own stand, provided it does not interfere with the normal
work of other Participants.
5.2 Advertising outside the stand is allowed, but it requires permission from the Organisers and is charged separately.
5.3. Each Exhibitor is obliged to enter at least the name and address of his company in the Catalogue (this is a compulsory entry and it
is charged for). He has also the right to place against payment some additional business information in it, in accordance with the
principles of the respective order form.
6.1. The Participant who hasn’t paid full amount for rental according to the conditions described in the Contract and/or is not able to
present the proof for the full payment (bank confirmation) will not be allowed to enter the stand. Payment conditions are
described in the Contract Form.
6.2. The Participant is responsible for all damages resulting from the operation of his installations during preparation, duration and
dismantling of the fair. The exhibits are allowed to be installed only within the stand area. Also all machines used during
preparation can not be used beyond the stand area. It is not permitted to use any dust producing tools or machines inside the
Exhibition Hall.
6.3. The stand must be ready before the opening of the fair (Note: Construction of stands is not permitted on the 25 th of March,
2019 - Monday).
6.4. Availability of stands or stand area (self constructed stands) before the opening of the Fair is shown in General Information.
7.1. Exhibition and auxiliary materials are transported at the Participant' s cost.
7.2. All exhibits, advertising material and other items of foreign origin brought to Poland by foreign Participants from out of the E.U.
are subjected to customs clearance.
7.3. In case of temporary clearance of exhibits and materials, it is recommended to use ATA cards.
7.4. No Custom Agency is available at the Exhibition Center. The Participant makes all the customs arrangements on his own.
The Companies: EXPOSPED, PL 01-222 Warsaw, Prądzyńskiego str. 12/14, ph. +48 22 2567 171-172-173 and NETLOG
Polska, ph. +48 22 2567 052 are responsible for logistics inside the Exhibition Hall. They may also assist you in
forwarding/customs clearance operations.
8.1. During the visiting hours of the fair stands should be accessible to visitors. A temporary closing of a stand during opening hours
is not permitted.
8.2. It is not allowed to take exhibits away or dismantle the stand before the fair is over.
8.3. The Participant is obliged to remove empty packaging materials from the stand and adjacent area before the event begins.
9.1. The Organisers are not liable for accidents involving persons and damages to exhibits left in the Exhibition Center before, during
and after the event, as well as for other damages caused by the Exhibitors’ staff or the public.
9.2. The Organisers are not liable for damages due to theft, fire, lighting, explosion, flooding, power failure, water and gas supply
failure and other causes.
9.3. Exclusion of responsibility is not subject to any restrictions whatsoever, despite separate provisions concerning special security
measures taken up by the Organisers.
9.4. The Participant is obliged to report immediately any damage to the Organisers.
9.5. The Participants are recommended to take out civil liability insurance against loss resulting from participation in the fair and to
insure exhibits.
9.6. The fair grounds are protected overnight by the security and protection service.
9.7. During visiting hours, the Participant is obliged to provide protection to exhibits against possible damage or loss.
10.1. The Organisers reserve the right- in an event beyond their control (force mayeure, decision of state authorities or technical
reasons)- to change location of the Fair within the Warsaw City area, to cancel, shorten, postpone or to partially close the event.
In such cases the Participant is not entitled to any compensation whatsoever, or reduction of rent, for the exhibition space.
10.2. Upon arrival to the Exhibition Hall all Participants and their technical teams should collect identification budges from the Fair
Reception desk.
10.3. All disputes that may arise from the participation in the fair are to be adjudicated by courts of proper jurisdiction in Poland.
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